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About This Game

The Blobs Fight is a silly, same-screen, arena party game about creatures of blob like nature. Run around as a blob attacking
other players to knock pieces of them off, if you collect those pieces, you get bigger. The bigger you are, the more damage you
can endure, but the slower you move. Play across a variety of modes from Last Blob Standing, to King of the Hill, on nine maps

ranging from a lava covered apocalypse to a laser filled combat arena!

The controls are simple, but the strategies are complex, making it a great game for any skill level. The Blobs Fight supports 2 to
8 players locally, with hundreds of costume combinations and lots of settings to customize your gameplay.
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Title: The Blobs Fight
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie
Developer:
SkyPyre Studios
Publisher:
SkyPyre Studios
Release Date: 21 Jun, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 8/10

Processor: Intel Core i5-5200U 2.2GHz or equivalent

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Intel HD Graphics 5500 or equivalent

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 5 GB available space

English,French
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the blobs fight

I love this charcter shes really the only good girl one from the other one that has the mask. i wish they would add more girl
charcters that are hot with a nice chest and tight outfits. most are all guys but i do like the robo you can get. i would wait till its
on sale to get here like i did.. I can't make head nor tail of this. The instructions are gibberish - possible a bad translation and
everything is so much more complicated than it needs to be. If a simple game is going to have controls as somplex as this, then
the DEVS need to give some really clear instructions on how to play.. Great game, even better soundtrack. EG2 has some great
puzzles and level design which can get quite complex but the game never feels frustrating.. It set out to do what it wanted and
did it. No bloat or anything. I can only assume they made it free so people would try it and see that they know how to make a
game (and buy their sequel).. My 1st ever Ageod game. I remeber buying the DVD version of it (those were the days!) playing
thru the tutorial, a big WTF and then I didnt touch it for 3 years. Then I got somehow back into it, checked the amazing Ageod
forums and became a lifelong addict to anything Ageod ever released. This is the best company for lovers of history ever. You
will feel the pressure that generals back then felt. Dont be discourged by the apparently steep learning curve, check the forums
(the BEST gaming community out there) and the youtube videos. Theres an excellent tutorial AAR by Narwahl and Loki that
teaches everything as well as an incredibly detailed Chalres Cummings youtube series out there. Once you learn one game, youre
pretty much ready to tackle any of these company's games. AJE has a somehow simplified supply\/OOB structutre that makes it
the ideal Ageod to start with. Totally immersive, extremely detailed, this is for real hardcore armchair generals ony. But once
you get into Ageod, you will barely find the time to play anything else!. After playing this game I only have one question. When
will we be seeing the GOTY edition out on steam?. Very addictive, good game.. you need to activate the dlc, to get the code you
have to buy the dlc, then on the right (depending on your steam display) right click on the crew and you will see the cd code, all
you need to do is enter that into uplay. It's like Warthunder... But on acid
. I love this game, I really, really do I would recommend everyone to try it before deciding
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Twice now all save data has been erased, fun game but really frustrating to lose 10 hours of progress for no visible reason. I
recommend the game only if this issue gets fixed. I can't wait until Construct Studio releases their next title. The surroundings
and the atmosphere in this short game is just mind blowing. I loved it!. In-depth video review available at: 
https://youtu.be/PE3To2oCOEU

VINDICTA, especially on sale is absolutely a good buy. It's one of the few "proper" FPS style VR games. It has polished
visuals, gunplay and sounds. It's not perfect by any means, and it's a bit harder to recommend at full price at the moment but I
believe it will be worth the money upon completion (the addition of two more levels at least + tuning it up).

Pros:
Great movement options, classic analogue movement, default movement is an arms swinging one that feels really good.
Majority of the weapons are very nice to use.
Feel of killing things is usually satisfying and responsive, very Arcadey in feel.
Linear "story"-based progression, nice to see an actual world being created.
Decent length for price/quality.

Cons:
A few weapons felt awkward to aim, not sure if that's on me or not.
They mention stealth which is completely misleading, I hope all mention of stealth is removed from the store page! They also
suggest hiding behind things which is usually not the most advantageous way to play.
Some kind of silly bugs like the robot-bugs walking through doors.
Level design is functional but makes no sense, which makes the over all feel a bit cheaper.. I wanted to like this game, especially
because Maid-san reminds me of Watanbe Akio's style, but unreasonably strict scoring and major mechanic hiccups really bring
down the experience of the game.

Maid-san's ADVENTURE takes place in a cave, but don't let the title fool you, you're penalized for exploration. If you want
anything above a 0 score, you have to make efficient usage of your steps, jumps, and squats, so that your score doesn't get
deducted by however many times you took a step, jumped, or squatted. This might sound simple, but with slippery walking,
moments where you're forced to jump over the lip of a ledge next to a trap floor, or have to jump your way out of water (you
can't just hit the surface and jump out, you actually have to make the peak of your jump break the surface so you can get
out), and the awfully long wait it takes for the Benar (enemies) to go through their patrol and turn around so you can avoid
being spotted, it becomes much more of an unbearable chore than a challenge.
Also, I nearly forgot, you take damage while you're underwater. You don't have an air gauge, you just take damage. On top
of that, there's a Sneeze gauge that fills up whenever you're in water (not just under), and when that gauge fills, Maid-san
takes her time to sneeze. Can you guess what sneezing does? That's right, it deducts from your score. So does taking damage!
It also alerts enemies to your position, and there's maybe 1 body of water where you can swim through without sneezing.

If you can stand not having even a decent score throughout the entire game, this could be a bit of fun. Although, the most
interesting mechanic of the game (squatting) goes to waste if you don't mind getting found out by the Benar, as that's its only
use. You can just run past enemies and go on with the level if you really want to; the Benar are so slow to react that they
really don't pose a threat unless you're running into some traps or Mandrakes (short area denial with their screams when you
get close enough).

It's a shame that you either have to play for a score or play for the platforming, as doing anything in between is just not
rewarding or even rewarded. The game is cheap, but even then, I can't really bring myself to recommend it.. Nem megy VR-
ben!!!!!!
This is not get VR !!!!!!. Dead Multiplayer
No single player
Dead game
Regret. It's a nice challenging map. Buy it to support the devs :). This is a fun RPG with some interesting elements. While you
may notice right off the bat that some of the design decisions are a bit lower quality than some games like Mass Effect or
Fallout 3, this game is still fun nonetheless. There are 9 classes all of which have unique abilities that actually feel
powerful. The world is rather large, the monsters are varied enough to keep things fun, and so on. If you're a RPG fan, and
want something new to play, check this one out. At least pick it up when it goes on sale if you aren't sure about it.. Post
Mortem was badly recieved when it first was puplished, at least in some gaming magazines in germany.
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Truth is, the game isn't as bad as they said back then.

But you have to note, it has some bugs which might lessen the joy for the game, some of them can be game breaking and you
have to get a workaround for those bugs. Some might be caused by our Windows OPs 7 or 8, some might be caused by corrupt
save game files, others might inherently be caused by faulty coding.

If those occur, sometimes you might be able to catch the game again with a restart of a saved game.

I don't need to tell about the story, do I? Let's say it's a murder mystery adventure. Though you will quite early see who is the
murderer - at least if you are accustomed to that kind of games.. This game is just awesome.
Way more complex than all the other Game Dev things out there.
Don´t let you scare by the graphics, this game has so much depth and is so fun to play, you easy can live with the pixel gfx.
It´s really fun to experiment and learn the game.
Not easy, very challenging. I failed everytime so far and it´s good! Not too easy, you have to "work" with the game.
I really can feel what a game studio my feels when things go wrong or the feeling when a game sells really good.
That´s really satisfactorily.

I wish i would have more time, but i bet in the next months i´ll be spending many hours on this till i got the perfect release :D

For this little money a must have if you like this sort of games!

Discord Channel is LIVE!:
Fellow Truckers,
Heat up your gears and head straight to our newly opened Discord Channel

https://discord.gg/7EkBzM

Check what kind of surprises wait for you there and choose your side – Off Grid or Highway truckers?

Let us know in the comments which team you decide to join!
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BTW What do you think about our new logo and graphics?

See you there!. Truck on - More hits on the road!:

We are happy to announce that our radio crew is growing with a decent tastes,
 experienced broadcasters and DJ’s.
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Joining us on the roads is TruckSim FM! Good rhythms never gonna be enough.
. #2 Challenge: Crews, speak up!:
Head to our Discord Channel for the #2 Challenge and a chance to be featured in our game! ��❗️
Hit the road to Alaskan Truck Simulator Discord➡️ https://discord.gg/YfMJF4u

. NiHonGoToKi VirtualHere For Steam Link Alaskan Truck Simulator Little Update!:
Fellow Truckers,
winter passed, and we, specially for you, have updated our gallery with new portion of screenshots. Check it out how
Alaska has changed through recent time!

Stay tuned!
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. 
Discord: #1 Challenge - what are we cooking up?:

Are you curious what are we cooking up for you? Head to our Discord Channel and spice up this competition with your
creative ideas!

Join our Discord Channel: https://discord.gg/s36nsM. Discord #1 Challenge: And the Winner is.....:
Hi fellow Truckers,
We are presenting "Campfire cooked Salmon" a winning recipe made by our Discord Highway Crew for cooking
challenge.
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Check what the winners served us ->
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1KQxsoIonTQlPSCvMrDkt49vxg2JjdFMc

Hit the road to our Discord:
https://discord.gg/8hgQpBz
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